Strip Down Bonus Quilt

Finishing instructions

Since the project can be of various sizes, I can't give you fabric requirements. What you need depends on how many blocks you ended up with and which of the finishing layouts you choose.

Option 1
No sashing

You won't need any additional fabrics for this version, just arrange your blocks into rows, alternating the light and medium blocks. You could orient the blocks horizontal or vertical.
Option 2
Sashed blocks

This version makes for a larger quilt. Depending on how many blocks you have, that will determine how much sashing fabric you need. You will need Two 2-1/2” x 8-1/2” rectangles of sashing for each block. If you cut your sashing fabric into 8-1/2” strips and sub cut into 8-1/2” x 2-1/2” rectangles, you will get sixteen sashing rectangles out of a strip.

Add the sashing pieces to each side of the blocks and press outwards.

Your blocks should measure 8-1/2”.

Arrange the blocks into horizontal rows, turning every other blocks as shown.

Finish the quilt with a 2-1/2” wide border to float the blocks.